
 

 

Sunday 7th February 2021. Anderson’s Mill. Tren-

tham. 
What a surprise! After driving down a number of small roads, 

deep into the forest, we came upon Firth picnic ground, with 

dozens of people out enjoying nature at this popular camping  

spot. 

This was a circuit walk and at times it was unclear which track 

was the one we needed to be on. Fortunately, Fred was the 

man in charge and he managed to get us out and back with a 

little help from his trusty  

mobile phone. 

Andersons Tramway Walk crisscrosses a 19th century tramway system, used 

to carry logs felled in the Wom-

bat forest to a sawmill in Bark-

stead.  Anderson’s Mill, which 

we discovered early on our 

walk, must have taken a lot of 

those logs too as there is a 

mountain of sawdust still there 

where the mill once stood. After 

first venturing out onto the saw-

dust pile, and with rain threat-

ening, we ate out lunches under 

the partial cover of some large 

eucalypt trees. We wondered 

how many trees must have 

been felled to have produced a pile of sawdust as high as that! 

From there we continued south, picking up an old unmarked track 

west, which lead to a broad track north, and back to Firth picnic 

area.  

Thanks Fred for leading this walk and the 

11 willing followers who helped make this 

a very enjoyable day for all.     (Report by John) 

Sunday 21st February. 2021. Sailor’s Falls to Lake Daylesford. Daylesford. 
This was a new walk for our group and it seemed to tick all the boxes. It was not too 

far away, it was under 10 km in length, the track seemed to be in good condition and 

being a gradual drop in elevation from Sailors Falls to Lake Daylesford, it was mostly 

down hill. 
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Paul offered to lead this walk and he had about a dozen from our 
group keen to follow him, on this very warm sunny day. We met up 
with Lisa at the Sailor’s Falls car park, as she had made her way to 
Daylesford independently. Together we headed down a lot of steps 
for a view of the waterfall, and found 
that it was flowing beautifully. A few 
photos were taken before we headed 
north alongside the stream. There were 
some lovely trees, which provided some 
welcome shade, but if was disap-
pointing to see vast areas completely 
covered in a jungle of uncontrolled 
blackberries. An effort had been made 
to keep the track clear, by spraying, but 
it was not possible to venture far off the 
path or to wander over to the stream 
for a closer look. 
Later we crossed a small bridge before 
the path continued north again, on the 
other side of the watercourse. 
We noticed evidence of past mining and 
learned that this was a very busy place 
indeed, back in the 1850s. There are a 
number of open shafts visible still, in-
cluding one very deep, uncovered one 
that caught our attention.  
After a while the blackberries gave way 
to gorse; different, but no better for 
those wanting to explore the surround-

ing  area. I was told once that gorse required  full sun to survive, but here under 
a thin canopy of trees it was doing very nicely indeed.  Little did our early settlers realize what a problem they 
were creating by bringing out these plants with them from their countries of origin. 

Nearing our destination, we came upon 
Sutton Number 1 Mineral Springs and 
quenched our thirst before reading 
signs outlining the history of these 
springs. 
Finally we arrived at Lake Daylesford. 
We watched a number of young people 
splashing around in the water, and  I for 

one wished I had had the forethought to include bathers 
in my daypack. 
After a drink and an ice-cream at the Boat House Café we 
returned to our cars and headed home. Thanks to Paul 
for leading this walk and to everyone who joined us for 
their pleasant company.                     (Report by John) 

(Continued on page 3) 
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Overnight camp. Saturday 20th ’til Wednesday 
25th February. 2021.  
Wandering in the High Country. Mt. Cope, Ryders Hut, 
Pretty Valley, Fainters, Bogong Jack Hut. 
 It was another humdinger thanks to our very own 
Intrepid Mary. Knowing she is never short on surprises 
as to where her latest passion will lead us to next, we 
still follow in blind faith because we also know she is 
thinking and catering for all abilities and personal idio-
syncrasies. So, led by Mary, Helen from the Benalla 
group, Yvonne and me, embarked on the whole 5 days 
of a trip that could have been divided into 2 days, (Mt. 
Cope to Pretty Valley Hut), then 3 days, (Pretty Valley 
Hut to the Fainters for 2 nights wilderness camp with a 
day walk and back again to the Pretty Valley pondage). You could do one or the other or join up with both. 
Gary from Benalla joined up with us for Adventure no.2. It was a brilliant organisational feat and worked  

really well, especially as we had perfect alpine summer weather. 
 Mary parked the car at the start of the relatively short walk up to 
Mt Cope. That’s where things got interesting because Mary wanted to 
find the start of the source of the aqueduct which feeds into the Rocky 
Valley Storage Dam, above Falls Creek which then feeds into the Hydro 
System that feeds into the power grid via the Keiwa Valley. We had to 
orienteer and found ourselves circumnavigating the boggy bowl in the 
mountains that is a sphagnum moss pit of wetlands that acts as the 
snow soak and filtration for multitudes of rivulets and streams that 
find their way into the start of a manmade aqueduct system. It was 
fascinating to bear witness and come to an understanding of how all 

this works and I got so hooked by Mary’s curiosity that the challenge of the off-track experience into no-
people’s land, fear of snakes in the undergrowth on a sunny day and the possibility of getting lost paled into 
insignificance. Thanks to Mary’s navigational skills, her knowledge of the country, reading it and Maps Me we 
were very excited to discover the cascades into the beginning of the aqueduct then follow it down to Ryders 
Hut. It was a brilliant day. 
 The next day we continued following the aqueduct via Mt Jim and a Brumby salt lick trapping yard ori-
enteering our way up to the numbered ski poles that marks the cross- country track that winds its way 
through the alps from Falls Creek to Mt. Bogong leading us to 
Pretty Valley Hut. We were lucky enough to see herds of brum-
bies on ridges and mountainsides and they were curious about 
us, too. They are magnificent animals. Mary took a side-track 
back to Mt. Cope, picked up her car with our supplies and met 
us there, as did Gary the following morning. 
 It was a wonderful experience being out with people who 
know the country and the mountains so well. We were continu-
ally able to identify the peaks that surrounded us. The Fainters 
are in between Mt Feathertop and Mt. Bogong and we had a 
clear view of Mt. Buffalo in the distance. You are so close to the 
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clouds up there it feels as if you were a bit taller and stood on tiptoe you 
could touch them. We watched those clouds in all forms wrap themselves 
around and roll over mountains beneath us like a blanket. From our sunny 
position we were watching clouds form from mist in the valleys beneath us. 
We heard the distant rumble of thunder, saw lightning flashes, and watched 
as the storm moved around us while we stood in sunshine beneath clear 
sky. We were phenomenally lucky as we were camped above the tree line 
and although there was ice on the tents on our last morning after a freezing 
cold night, we avoided rain. 
 On our day walk we peaked both the north and south Fainters on our 
way back from visiting Bogong Jack’s corral. The track is rough, furrowed, 
boggy and wet as springs and water courses find their way downhill and it 
was hard to imagine how the horse and rider with pack horse and bike rider 
that passed us had made their way ahead of us. But they did as we discov-
ered from tell-tale evidence.  
 We copped wonderful sunsets. Mary also copped a brilliant moonset after midnight and wanted to 
share the experience, so she set her clock the following night. But she awoke to fog thus the experience was 
hers alone. Home now, hooked by the rewarding satisfaction of having the unique experiences presented by 
alpine country and a yearning to return. Thanks Mary.        (Report by Valerie) 

Upcoming Walks  *** Walks are proposed and may change. Always check your email for changes and 

more details a day or 2 before the walk. *** 
7th March. Tahbilk wetlands. Leader John R. Meet at Kilmore library car park at 9.00 am, to reach Broadford 
Living and Learning Centre by 9.15 am, and Tahbilk Wetland Café car park by 10.00 am. An easy 6 km walk 
through rich river flats and billabongs. Probably lunch at the Wetlands Café afterwards if you wish. Want to 
know more, or to book in? Ring or text Mary on 0428 479 469. 
21st March. Knowsley to Axedale rail trail. Leader Fred. 9.4 km easy walking through the forest on the 
O’Keefe rail trail. Lunch afterwards at the Axedale Tavern. Contact Fred on 0417 156 044. More information 
closer to the day of the walk. 
18th April. Tallarook. Leader Yvonne. More information closer to the day. 
May perhaps?  Car camp in conjunction with Echuca Bushwalking Club. In the  Echuca area. More later. 

PROPOSED WALK. 20-21st March. Cowombat flat on the Victorian & NSW border. 
Proposed walk, looking for those who may be interested in the Cowombat Flat and/ or the Cobberas possible.  
We would travel on the Friday to Omeo and onto Benambra and stay the night. Saturday on the limestone 
road to Cowombat flat track with ‘No through road’ written on it, and travel for about 8km to the entrance of 
the walk. 
1st day: walk about 15 kms mostly a gradual down. Set up camp either in Vic or NSW, whatever takes your 
fancy. 
Explore the headwaters of the Murray, and find the Black and Allan cairn, where the dots start on the map to 
mark the border between NSW & Victoria. 
2nd day: For working people, the next day walk out with that gradual uphill most of the way, back to the cars. 
For others, flexible arrangements but be prepared for some more overnight hiking through the Cobberas,. 
This will be confirmed closer to the date and we may divide into 2 groups depending on what people feel 
comfortable with. Plan on either an overnight hike or 5-6 days, no facilities, bring what you need.  
Contact Mary by text on 0428479469. 

** See Membership application form on the next page.         John Brissett (Editor)         
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Mitchell Bushwalking Group 
 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

 
 
Acknowledgement of Risk – Please read and sign (all members over 18 years must sign) 

 

  
 The club membership year is 1st April 2017 to 30th March 2018. New members January-March pay half the annual subscription.  
Annual membership, which covers insurance through Bushwalking Victoria, is currently under review. For further information please 
email:   mitchellwalksgroup@gmail.com 
 
* This form could be posted  with a cheque to Secretary. Mitchell Bushwalking Group. c/o PO Box 76 , Broadford 3658  OR Scanned 
and sent electronically to mitchellwalksgroup@gmail.com The membership fee could be paid via bank transfer to Mitchell 
Bushwalking Group at Bendigo Bank. The BSB number is 633-000   Account number: 160294047 Please write your surname in the 
details. 

 Contact details may be made available to leaders for the purpose of organising trips. 

Name:                                                                                          M / F      Year born: 

Email:   

Postal Address:   

Phone: Home:                                    Mobile:                                         Work: 

Emergency Contact: Name:                                                                Mobile: 

Do you hold a Level 2 First Aid Certificate?     Y / N                             Date of qualification: 

Brief description of bushwalking/outdoor experience: 
 
 
 

I am aware that my voluntary participation in any activity of this club may expose me to risks that could lead to injury, illness or 
death, or to loss of, or damage to, my property. These risks include, but are not limited to, slippery and/or uneven rocks, dis-
lodged rocks, cliffs, exposure to weather and whiteout conditions, falling and hypothermia. 
To minimize these risks I will endeavour to: 

• Ensure that any activity I participate in is within my capabilities; 

• Carry appropriate food, water and equipment for the activity; 

• Advise the leader if I am taking any medication, or have any physical or other limitation which might affect my participa-
tion;   
and 

• Make every effort to remain with the group during the activity and accept the instructions of the leader. 

I have read and understood these requirements and have considered the risks before choosing to sign this Acknowledgement of 
Risk. I accept that in signing this form I will take responsibility for my own actions. 

Name: 

  
  

Signature: Date: 

OFFICE USE ONLY Receipt No: 
Database updated 
Date: 

Membership No: 
Receipt issued 
Date: 

Email notification sent 
Date: 

 


